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We must take k = (n, m, r) and eliminate the 
terms HexZ2k2• t It is clear that the oscillations 
begin to build up when Hi < 0. 

Formula (2) is correct if the angle between H0 

and M is close to 0 or 1r; however, calculations 
show that instability appears always whenever cp, 
the angle between H0 and M, is greater than 7r/2, 
since the spectrum for an arbitrary cp (but not 
close to 1r /2) has the form (for a spherical 
sample) 

wk = r [(H'- f 4nM cos cp sin2 6) 

x(H'--;---+ 4nM cos? sin26)J"', 

H' = H0 +(cos <p +~-tan <p sin <p) (Hexl2k 2 - } n M) 

+ -f cos <p4nM sin2 6 + 4- 4n M sin <ptan GJ cos2 fJ. 

From the above formula it is clear that it is 
impossible to have a stable uniform precession 
of the magnetization of a ferromagnet if the angle 
between H and M is obtuse. In this sense the re
sult of reference 2 on coherent :radiation from in
verted systems is incorrect when applied to ferro
magnets. The same is true of the paper of Mor
genthaler, 3 in which the question of ferromagnetic 
systems ( ferrites) especially is discussed. 

We notice that the characteristic time of oc
currence of spin waves is of the order of 
T = 1,14 ryM. 

2. For a ferrimagnet near the compensation 
point we can find a dispersion relation by using 
equations analogous to (1) (but with two sub
lattices ) . Analysis of this relation shows that 
the spin waves with 8 = 0 build up the fastest; 
for them 

K=f(rl-'12) Ho +f(r1+r2)H.; 

The instability occurs when 

2WexK + K 2 + w\xFk2 < o. 

WexZYHex• 

Here y 1 and y2 are the gyroma,gnetic ratios for 
the first and the second sublattices, and Ha the 
effective anisotropy field, which is the same for 
both sublattices. 

(4) 

We note that in the case of a ferrimagnet at the 
compensation point the frequency can become com
plex if condition (4) is fulfilled and k = 0, i.e., for 
uniform precession (with a build-up time smaller 
than for spin waves). This means that uniform 
precession predominates in the linear approxima
tion considered here. In reference 4 account is 
taken of nonlinearity for uniform precession. 

3. Suhl5 has shown that there exists a nonlinear 
mechanism for the build-up of spin waves as a re-

sult of their interaction with the uniform preces
sion. It was shown that for small angles cp, in
stability appeared if sin2 cp > 77/47rMy, where 11 is 
the coefficient of relaxation of the spin waves. The 
characteristic instability time is T f'::j ( 47rMy 
x sin2 cp- 17)-1. 

A calculation for a ferromagnet shows that for 
an arbitrary angle (but not close to 1r/2 ), insta
bility occurs, the spin waves build up exponentially, 
and T f'::! 1/47rMysincptancp. In making this conclu
sion it is assumed thatthere already exists a uni
form precession at an angle cp (in general not 
small) and we investigate its instability. The 
question considered above will be discussed in 
the journal l13B. Bb!Clll. lllK., PaAHO<lJI1311Ka (News of 
the Colleges, Radiophysics). 

*Rough calculations show that the dispersion relation (2) 
is correct for waves with wavelength ten times shorter than the 
dimensions of the sample. 

tWe note that the dependence of the magnetization of the 
magnetostatic oscillations on the coordinates is not described 
by the function eik·r 
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IN a recently published article1 we solved the 
problem of calculating the absorption coefficients 
of an oscillating magnetic field polarized in a di
rection perpendicular to the axis of easiest mag-
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netization. Initially we had started with the 
Hamiltonian of the system which included only 
the exchange interaction. 

Subsequently one of us (Tsukernik) showed that 
in this case there occurs only resonance absorp
tion of a homogeneous oscillating magnetic field, 
since the total magnetic moment commutes with 
the Hamiltonian of the system. The results ob
tained in reference 1 are, thus, incorrect. 

The erroneous result is due to the fact that in 
calculating the matrix transition elements we had 
confined ourselves to the first perturbation
theory approximation. Account of the second ap
proximation shows that the matrix element be
comes, with corresponding precision, zero.* 

Nonresonance absorption of a homogeneous 
field is connected with relativistic interactions 
within the system (dipole-dipole interactions, the 
energy of anisotropy, etc.). This problem is stud
ied in detail in an article which will be published 
later. 

Here we will only cite the value of the absorp
tion coefficient of a transverse magnetic field 

whose frequency is considerably greater than the 
frequency of the spin wave with a zero quasi
momentum: 

l'j_= coth 
nw 
4T ' 

where w = f.1. 2/a3 (the notation is the same as in 
reference 1 ) . 

The absorption described by this formula is 
caused by the dissociation of a photon into two 
spin waves with opposite quasimomenta. 

*For this remark we are indebted to V. G. Bar'yakhtar and 
S. V. Maleev. We take this opportunity to express our gratitude. 

1 M. I. Kaganov and V. M. Tsukernik, JETP 38, 
1320 (1960), Soviet Phys. JETP 11, 952 (1960). 
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